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PREIGNITION CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL FUELS UNDER
SIMULATED ENGINE CONDITIONS

By R. C. SPENCER

SUMhIARY

The preignition characteridiw oj a number of fuek
hare been studied under conditions similar to tho~e en-
countered in an engine. These condMan8 were simulated
by suddenly compre8&ing a fuel-air mixture in contact
unlh an e.lectrioa[ly heated hot spot in the cylinder head’oj
the NACA mduetim apparatus. Schlieren photographs
and indicator cards were taken of the burning, and th
hot-spot temperatures n.ecessaqi to cause igmiion under
various conditions were determined.

It is pointed out that preignition and knock are 8eparate
and didinct phenomena although they frequently occur in
conjunction. The $ame originated by preignition has the
same characteristic w the @me originated by a 8park
plug, the only difference being the time and the locution
of ignition. Preignition may rew.dtin knock by advawimg
the time of ignition.

The maximum permiedde speci~c output8 with tlw
mmiow preignithg fue18 could nd be correlated w“th their
ignition temperature; but ii is believed that 8ome combina-
tion oj @n&on temperatures, heat oj co?nbu8tion, and
apeoi$c heats oj the combustion product8 oj the fuel may
furnieh a mean8 oj Predicting th-c maximum pemni88ib~e
performance.

Depreciation oj preigniting jue18 with an increa8e in
engine ~peed can be explaimd by the increase in the tem-
peratures oj th+wmally tiolated portions of the combustion
chamber, particularly the spark plug8, with an increased
output oj the engine. Although the ignition temperature
increases w“th the enfl”ne speed, the increase ia le88 than
the increa8e of the temperature of such hot spot8 owing to
an increased output.

It was jound in the cour8e oj the work that, m“th thti
apparatu8, cutting out one oj two diametrically oppo8ed
8park plug8 did not increase the tendency to knock but,
on the contrary, reduced the knocking tendeny; h e$ect
uw timilar to thut obtained by retarding the spark.

INTRODUCTION

Two distinct types of fuel failure have bemrecognized
for many years: preignition and fuel knock or dehma-
t.ion. Either of these phenomena, occurring in a ?@h-
output aircraft engine, may cause mgine, failure.

According to Ricarclo (reference 1), Hopkinscm sus-
pected the difference between preignition and knock as
early as 1904. IIopkinson and Itimrdo fitt~d a long
steel bolt into an engine cylinder and then, using an
indicator, watched the gradual transition from normal
to premature ignition as the bolt heated up. They
found that genuine preignition was accompanied by a
dull thud and that the engine stalled after a short period
of mmning because the burning mmrred early on the
comprwision stroke. There was no trace of the ringing
noise characteristic of fuel knock.

Sparrow in 1925 gave a very complete discussion of
the diilerencw between knock WCI preignition. Hk
opinions as published in reference 2 agree well with
present-day knowledge of the subject.

Fuel knock consists in a sudden and extremeIy violent
completion of the combuat.ion in an engine cylinder after
part of the burning has taken pltice at a normal rate.
High local pressures and temperatures result and tiolent
shock waves me setup in the combustion gases, causing
a characteristic high-pitched ping or ringing noise in the
engine. The high Iocal temperatures and pressunx may,
by themselves, cause engine failure or the Iocal over-
heating may lead to preignition and subsequent failure.

Preignition is exactly wh&t the name implk-ignition
of t.h~ charge before the instant at which the charge is
intended to be ignited by the spark. On many occa-
sions, preignition cmnot be detected because it occurs
only slightly before the spark passes, so that the advance
in the time of peak pressure is not great enough to be
appreciable. At times, the condition causing preignition
(overheated spot in the combustion chamber, overheated
exhaust valve or sparkplug, eti.) maybe rwi~y ww-
vated, each successive exqdosion occurring sdier in the
cycle, until the engine may fail because of overheating
or it may stali or break beoause of the pressures occurring
on the compression”” stroke. Instant= have been re-
ported in which preignition has set in and engine failure
has resulted before the operator had time to stop the
engine. Preignition has aIl the effects of an advanced
ignition spark.

With paraftlnic fuels such as are now used in this
country, knock and preignition frequently occur in
conjunction. When knock occurs, the acoompantig
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high local temperatures and_ pressures and the more
rapid radiation of heat cause overheating of parte of the
combustion chamber, which may lead to preignition.
The situation is thus. intensified because the earlier
ignition causes the engine to knock harder. If the
situation is reversed, with preignition occurring first, the
earlier ignition may cause knock in the same manner as
advancing the spark and the knock will cause still earlier
ignition; the ilnal result will then be the same as before.

Rothrock and Biermann (iefcrence 3) have ahOWR
that, in any particular engine, the density and the
temperature of the last part of the charge to burn are
the primary factors affecting the knocking @dency.
The data of reference 3 also show that preignition must
be treated separately from knock if the fuels am to be
satisf actortiy ratid in the engine. In the case of
knock, the maximum permissible ~erformance in-
creases with speed for a constant spark advance;
whereas, with preignition, the indication is that the
maximum permissible performance decreases with
engine speed.

AU engine fuels can preignite. Among the high-
output fuels that are available at the present time,
certain fuels have very great resistance tc knock but,
when the engine conditions- are conducive to overhea~
ing, these fuels preignite. Such fuels may, for con-
venience, be called preigniting fuels. If fuels of the
preigniting type are tc be used in modern aircraft
engines, the establishment of ~ome relationship similar
to that developed in reference 3 for lmocking fuels
would be desirable for rating the fuels in terms of
maximum premissibLe performance in engines. In any
case, their behavior must be studied in detail in order
that engine conditions may be so controlled as to
utilize them to their best advrmtage.

Typical examples of fuels of the preigniting type are
di-isobutylene, benzene, toluene, and metha.uol. In
reference 4, Heron and Gillig rerort engine tests in
which the ratio of the maximum power outputs of these
fuels to that of iso-octme is given. At low speeds and
low engine-jacket temperatures, the permissible power
output of these fuels was considerably higher than that
of iso-octane. In each case when the e@ne speed or
the engine-jacket temperature was increased, however,
the ratio of the permissible power output of the test
fuel to that of iso-octane was reduced and, in some
cases, the positions of the tast fuel ad of iso-octane
were reversed, with iso-ochme becoming the better
fuel. In each of the tests of di-iscbutylene, benzene,
toluene, and methanol reported in reference 4, the type
of fuel failure was either preignition or afterfiriig.
Afterfiring is defined as firfiig after the ignition has
been cut off.

Serruys (reference 5) has reported the rtisuikof a
study of the variables aflecting preignition. In order
to extend the knowledge of this subject, the NACA
has recently conducted a series of tests on the

:elativfi ignition temperatures of fuel-air mixtures of a
mmber of fuels when compressed in contact with a
~eated surface in an engine. The ignition temperature
ivas cmaidered to be the temperature of the heuted
reface. The results of the investigation are given in
this report.

COMBUSTION APPARATUS

Nf’ost of the tests described herein were carried out
with the NTACA combustion apparatus in conjunction
with the ?NACA optical-type pressure indicator, the
NACA spark-photography apparatus, and three difTcr-
snt electrically heated hot spots.

The” combustion apparatus has been described in
reference 6. It consists essentially of a 5- by 7-inch
single-cylinder t& engine with n large glass window in
the cylinder head to permit= tho combustion to be _.. -~
studied photographically. The engine is driven at-the
test speed by au electric motor and is then fired once
by injecting and ignitipg a single charge of fuel. The _
fuel is injected during the intike stroke. The tiginc
temperature is ma.intuined by circulating heated glyc-
erin through the coolant passages. A diagnunmatic
sketch of the...apparatus is shown in figure 1. TIN!
cylinder hoad is of the pen~roof type normally htiving
two exhaust and two intake valves. In the present
design, the space ordinarily occupied by tho two cxlmust
valves is used for the glass window. As the engine
fires only once, the two intake valvw, which opmntw
simultmmmsly, serve for both intake and exhaust.
The cycle is as follows: The valves are already open for
intake, then open mgnin for ushaust, and remain open
for the next intake. The engine being run without oil,
the rewdts cannot be atlected by oil in the mixture. -

AUXILIARYEQUIPMENT AND FUELS

The prossuro indicator is deacribcd in refcrcnco 7..
It was mounted in a steel blank, which was installed in
the window opening in place of the glass window.

The spark-photography apparntus (refenmca 8)
consists of w battol~ of high-voltage condensers and a
rotary distributor so armngod thut the condensers m-o
discharged consecutively, furnishing a scriss of spark
discharges. For them tasts, tho apparatus WM used in
conjunction with a schlioren opticnl mranfyummt
(referenco 9) by which slight clifforcnccs in index of
refraction can be made visible or can bc photographed.
The spurk arrangement used gnve 13 sprwks at a rato .”
of about 1,000 per second.

A detailed description of the schlicwen optictil sckup
and cd the method of interpreting the photographs is
given in reference 6.

The three hot spots were electrically heated but dif-
fered considerably in ,design. The first, dmigned to
furnish a hot surfaco flush with tlm surface of the com-
busticm chamber, consisted of a diaphragm across the
end of a fitting screwed into a spnrk-plug hole. A
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comector attached to the center of the diaphragm
served as the electrical lead-in, md the circuit &as
completed through the metal of the cylinder head.
Accurate determinations of the hot-spot temperature
were difEcuh with this mrangement bemuse the
thermocouple could not be placed at the hottest point
of the diaphragm. DifEculty was also experienced
with burning-out of the diaphragm. All the spark
photographs and the indicator cards shown in this
report were made with the hot diapbragg. After
several tests had been made, a glow phlg such as is

1’

attempt was therefore made in the construction of the
third hot spot to use a wire size and length comparable
with that used in the glow phg. The work of Pater-
son (reference 10). showed that the ease of ignition of
coal gas-air mixtures increased with the size of the. hot
igniting source. Lewis and von Elbe (reference 11) _
point out that temperatures required for local ignition
by a heated point or wire are often greatly in excess of
those required for ignition by a heated surface.

When a spark plug was used, it was located at E ,..,--—
(fig. 1). The hot spots fitting into the spark-plug
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sometimes used as a cold-starting aid for compression-
ignit.ion engiuw was installed. The thermocouple was
welded near the midpoint of the heating coil of the glow
plug.

In order to provide a more accurate check of the
ignition temperatures of the fuels, a third hot spot was
constructed, consisting of a length of nicbrome wire
about MSinch in diameter and about 1K inches long,
supported from a fitting in the center of the opening
for the optical indicator. The thermocouple was ak
tached to the center of the wire. Temperatures vrerc
determined by a chromehhunel thermocouple and a
sensitive millivoltmeter.

It is known that the area of the hot spot affects the
.@ition temperature of a fuel-air mixture. Some

-- L—.

opening were located at F; the single-wire hot spot
was located in the center of the window opening.

Fuel injection was stinted at 20” A. T. C. on the
intake_ stroke.

Ten different fuels were used in the investigation:

C. F. R. S-1 reference fuel (97 percent Z, z,
4-t.r.imethyl pentane by volume. A. S. T. 31.
octane number, 99.3; by octane number,
99.7)

Di-isobul~lene
Benzene
Toluene
bOpmpyl aIcohol
Methanol
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Di-ieopropyl ether blend (60 percent Stmmvo
aviation gasoline, 40 percent di-isopropyl
ether by volume; plus 3.o ml tetraethyl lead
per gal)

Toluene blend (56 percent &Juene, 21 percent
low vapor pressure nfttural aviation gaso~ine,
23 percent isopentane by volume; plus 3.0 ml
tetmethyl lead per gal. A. S. T. M. octane
number; 96.76, average of 10 laboratories)

Two experimental 87-octane gasolines

In addition, blends of C. F. R. S-1 md M–1 reference
fuels and blends of them fuels with tetraethyl lead were
made up and teetid. (M–1 fuel has an A. S. T. M.
octane number of 19.)

The engine conditions were. as follows:

Compression ratios. ----- .—-------------- 7.0 and 9.5

{

150° F, 260° F,
Engine-coolant temperatures, mew ~100 F (one ~e~t),

sured at outlet ----------------- and 325° F
Engine spee&--.-----------------.-5Wand 1,000 rpm

Fuel-air ratios were varied from 0.04 to 0.13 for
most of the fuels and from 0.06 to 0.20 for methanol.
The air quantity was estimated on the assumption
that, at the time the valves closed, the air temperature
in the cylinder had reached a value midway between
the inlet+air temperature and the engine-coolant tem-
perature. The air pressure in the cylinder when the
valves closed was atmospheric (reference 12). Fuel
quantity was determined by catching single injections
in a vial filled with cotton and weighing the vial on a
chemical balance.

METHODS OF OBTAINING DATA

Three different types of data were taken: schlieren
photographs, indicator cards, and ignition tempera-
tures of the diil’erent fuels at. various fuekir ratios.

The general procedure in making a test was as foL
lows: The engine was brought to speed by the electric
motor, the current of tho heating element was h.rnecl
on, and tie engine was kept motoring at constant
speed. When the millivoltmeter showed that the
temperature of the hot spot had reached equilibrium
at the desired value, a trip lever was pulled, injecting
the single chmge of fuel into the engine. The hot-spot
temperature was systematically varied until a temper-
ature was reached at which. the charge would jus~
ignite.

Ten or more tests were made fit each condition when
the minimum ignition temperature was being deter-
mined, and from 3 to IO records were taken at each
condition when indicator cards or schlieren pl~oto-
graphs were being taken.

During most of the work, tlw. inlet ~alves of the
engine were shrouded in such a mapner that the intake
air was directed in a circular path around the a--is of
the cylinder. Air movement of this type htis been
shown to be conducive to ~ery regular operation of

the engine, successive cycles reproducing each othrr
very closely (reference 12).

CORRECTION OF DATA

The recorded ignition temperature dcponds greatly
upon the attitude of the hot wire or coil with respect
to the direction of the air movement in the cylinder
and upon the location of the thermocouplo on the
heated portion. Chhss the thermocouple was located
at the hottest section of the wire, the recorded temper-
ature was too low. Inasmuch as the. moving air in
the cylinder had a large cooling effect, any change in
the way in which the hot wi.rc or coil was turned was _
very likely to change tho location of the hottest sec-
tion. This effect is shown in figure 2. Tho recmdcd

FIruxu 2.—Iguft1onPJMSofbonse~forditlomt ktdat! @tloDS.Compr&
slon&l& 7.Uenginembt temr@ratur&W F; thread pitch of flttfog, 1.6
mtlllmetsra

ignition temperatures for bmzenc arc plotted on polar
coordinates for .a number of different mguhw settings
of the glow-plug hot spot. The coil. of lhe glow plug
was first placed just flush with the inside of the cyhnder
head and then unscrewed in 45° intervals; readings
were taken at each 45° interval. Inspection of figure
2 shows that great care must be taken to avoid being
misled by some freak setting of the hot spot. For
instance, the choice of suitable settings lead to the
conclusions thut: The ignition temperature dccrcascd
with increase of speed, it incrmscd with increase of
speed, and speed had no effect. After a great deal of
expcrimentationj the. hot spot was so instrdled ae to be
fully exposed to the air stream “instead of being subject
to eddy currents. ResuIts obtained at this position
are believed to be reliable.
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Burning out of the hot wire or breakage of the ther-
mocouple occasionally made a new installation neces+
sary. Each new installation caused some change in
the recorded ignition points of the fuds; the ignition
point of the %1 fuel was therefore always determined
after a new installation. When a table was made for
comparison of the ignition points of all the fuels, the
values were sc adjusted as to be comparable with the
highest value recorded for the S1 fuel. For example,
the value actually determined for di-iibutylene at
500 rpm was 1,250° F. The value for the S-1 fuel
with the same hot+pot installation was 1,355° F, a
difhrence of 105° F. The highest recorded value for
S-1 fuel was 1,555° F; the di-isobutykme was therefore
resigned an adjusted ignition temperature of 1,450°
F. hTo corrections were applied to the various curves
of ignition temperature against fuel-air ratio. The
data in any one figure are therefore comparable among
themselvw but are not necessarily comparable with
the data in other figures.

TESTS WITH C. F. R. ENGINE

A few tests were conducted on a C. F. R. engige for the
purpose of checkl~ the trends found -with the combu~
t.ion apparatus. This engine ditTers from the standard
fuel-testing unit in that it @s a high-speed crankcase, a
convent ional automotive-type down draft carburetor
instead of the three-bowl fuel-testing carburetm-, a con-
ventional throttle control instead of a throtfli.ng oritlce,
and a special cylinder head having four 18-millimeter
spark-plug openings instead of two. The locations of
the spark-plug openings are shown in figure 3. The
engine -was coupled to a 30-horsepower direct-current
dynamometer.

A

FIG(IXEa.—bacatfonofspark-plugholssfn C. F.R.engfn8

The glow phrg (heated coil) was used as the hot spot
for the C. F. R. engine tests. It was instalIed in the en-
gine in position B, with the spark phrg in position A
(fig. 3). In this position, the heated coil was not diameh
rically opposite the spark plug.

The engine tests were mado as follows: The engine
was run under load until conditions became constant;
the current to the hot sput was then turned on, and its
temperature was gmdually increased until the engine

:ontinued firing when the ignition switch was momen-
tarily opened. Pressures in the engine were indicated
by a piezo-ekctric indicator using a cathode-my oscillo-
yaph. WMI this instrument, any pronounced advance
in the time of ignition caused by the hot spot was easily
iietectecl by the change in the shape of the indicator
mrd.

Engine test conditions were as fo~ows:

Comprsasion ratio.. -. -------------------------- 7.0
Engine-coolant timperatme ------------------ 212° F
Engine spee&___-------__.---- 1,000 and 2,000 rpm
Spmkadvmce --------------------------------- 25°

Fuels used were C. F. R. S-1 reference fuel, toluene,
benzene, isopropyl alcohol, and di-isopropyl ether.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NATUEE AND mFECTSOFPEEZGNITION

A fuel may tend to preignite and still have great rwist-
ance to knock. This fact is shown in figure 4, which
presenti indicator cards taken tith the combustion
apparatus for S1 fuel, benzene, and methanol for

me conditim severe enough to cause the S-1 fuel to
knock. Neither the benzene nor the metha.nol knocked;
furthermore, it is known to be e.tiremely diificult to
force either benzene or methanol into actual recogniz-
able fuel knock although thudding and rough running
mill occur. On the other hand, benzene and methanol
are both known as preigniting fuels, but S-1 fuel is not.

Although preignition is recognized to be ignition by
a hot spot in the engine before the intended time for ig-
nition of the charge by the spark, the character of the
tlame and the manner in which the combustion takes
place have been lmgeIy a matter of speculation. The
photographs in hgure 5 show that the flame started by a
small hot spot is similar to the flame originated by the
3park plug itself. The upper strip of photographs shows
the burning when ignition was caused only by the spark
plug. Burning start cd at the top of the photograph,
being fist visible as the dark region at the top of the
tlfth frame from the left. The flame trave~ed the
chamber and burning was completed shortly after top
center. The second strip of photographs shows the
burning when ignition caused by the hot spot occurred
after the ignition by the spark. The burning started
by the spark “plug appeared at the top as before and
partly traversed the chamber. As the flame front ap-
proached the hot spot at the opposite side of the cham-
ber, ignition took place from the hot spot, and the
flame from the hot spot merged with the flame from the
spark phqg (ninth frame).

The lowest strip of photographs in figure 5 shows the
burning when the hot spot was suf%ciently heated to
ignite the charge before the spark occurred. In this
case, the flame started from the hot spot at the bottom
of the photographs and had ahnost traversed the
chamber before the flame from the spark plug became
visible in the sixth frame from the left. The effect of
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preignition of this charactm would depend on the spark plugs were used on opposite ”sides of the chamber
characteristics of the fuel being used. With t.gluene, without changing the ignition timing, peak pressure
as in this case, knock would not occur but the engine
would lose power and failure might occur from over-
heating or the engine might stall. If a knocking fuel
were used, the excessive ignition advance might cause
fuel knock because of. the higher peak pressure and
temperature and the consequent overheating would
further aggravate the preignition. Large .numbem of
photographs were taken of the preignition of various
fuels, and all of them indicate that the flame originated
by preignition has the same characteristics as the flame
originated by a spark plug. The only difference is in
the time and the location of the ignition.

The indicator cards of figure 6 show the effect of
preignition and of a second spark plug in changing the
point at which peak pressure occurs. In record 389
the engine was running near the limit for the fuel, with
very light lmocli. Record 390-shows that, ”when two

occurred earIier & the c.~cle and near~r <on ce&er and
the tick intensity w& increased. For: record 392,
the hot spot was used in place of one spark plug. The
temperature of the hot spot was so adjusted that
ignition occurrecl at about the time the spmk passed at
the spark plug. The effect of the hot spot was therefore
the same as that of the second spark plug in record 390;
the peak pressure occurred nearer top center and was

higher_ @an with one plug, and knock ocmyred as before.
Record 394 shows the pressure conditions when the hot
spot was hot enough to cause very early ignition. hlost
of the ,charge b~ued early on the compression stroke,
Suc,h em]y igmition causes the engine to expencl consider-

able energy in compressing the already burned gases and
would result in 8 serious loss of power, engine stoppage,
or failure.

.
s-1 fuel

... .. .

Benzene

.

— ?Klc.
Me tluanol-—. -—

FKARE4—J.ndimtorosrdsforthreefuels Comprasslonrat[o 70 enginwcdant temperature,310”F, engineawed, WIrpm, .vwrksdwroe. 30”,onespsrk fJhrg
ratio foroempletemmbustion

MM Um



Spark plug and hot spot

I B. T.C, Z’@ l’~0 T:C,
~
I Spark plug ancl hot spot, preignition

~wrm 5.—i3pmkseldben photographsor hurnlnu Marledby swrk plug and by hot s@. Swk plag at tow aompresskmratio, 7.~ onglnaademt temw’ature. W“ F: en!zbm.wrd. S00rpm: fti, tiluene.
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The data of figure 6 clearly show” the way in which
preignition can cause knock by advancing the point
at which peak pressure occurs -- Comparison of records
389 mid 390 also indicatas that the cutting out of one
spark plug, when an engine is running on two plugs,
may not increase the tendency b knock but, on the
contrary, may decrease it. The reason in this case is
obvious: The use of only one spark plug instead of two
had the same effect as retarding the ignition timing.

This result is at variance with the opinion of eugino
operatcm in general, rind it is very desirable that precise
engine data should be available to clarify the point.
Unpublished data taken at this laboratory, on two .
dMerent liquid-cooled cyhnders, have not furnished
conclusive information. It appears probable that the
effect varies depending on engiue conditions. It might
be thought that, in an actual engine, the spark plug
which is cut out overheats and caus~..preignition.

mmm~~~
One spark pl~”

--- ...- . .:.. . .. -.
~..-: .- ..1., ..,.

~“ !+=.-......L—.—. . . . .. . ..-

TWO fp~k p&8””--= ’-” “ ““”’ ‘ ““””” ““ “’”

——

— S&k pl~ and hot spot
.

-= T.C. 9Q”A. T-C*.
.~z,:, -

e.. Spark pl~ and hot spot ~ he~~ pre@iticm ~.-

FIGURE6.—Knockinducedby hot spotand by useoftwo spsrk plugs, Compressionratio,7.~engIns-c601snttemperature,!2# F; enginespeed,600rprq spsrkadv&nca.10°;
fusl,86pert-sntS-1.15psrcsnt I&l.
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and Biermann have reported, however, that,
spark plug was cut out on a single-oyIinder

test engine, its electrode t~mperatwe immediately
m-eased. (See reference 13,)
The indicator cards of figure 7, taken at an engine

speed of 1,000 rpm, show the effects of advancing the
spark, of using two spark plugs, and of moderate pre-
ignition. Record 426 shows the pressures for a spark
advaace of 25° when one spark plug was used. frock
did not occur. When the spark was advanced to 30°,

m in record 416, knock occurred. When two spark
plugs were used and the spark was set at 25°, the
engine knocked as shown by record 423. The use of
two spark plugs had the same effeot as advancing
the spark, ‘With the hot spot just hot enough. to
ignite the mixture at about the same time that the
spark occurred, tlms acting as a second source of
ignition and advancing the time at which peak
pressure occurred, knock occurred again M shown by
record 428.

One spark plug, spark advmce 25°

One spark plug, spark advance 30°

Two spark plugs, spark advance 25°

FIGURE7.—KnockInducedby hot .Wt, by USIof two spnrk PIUWor by advsncingths spark. Comption ratio, 7.&engh-coolsnt tempwntnre, ‘X@F; engb.respead
lJWlrprw fuel,M percuntS-1,16perssnt M-I.
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FACTORS AFFECTING PEEIGNITION

In reference 5, Scrruys shows the effcwts of engiw
speed, intake-air pressure and temperature, fuel-ail
ratio, compression ratio, and turbulence of the charg~
on preignition. The duration of contact of the mixture
with the hot spot, the fuel-air ratio, and the density and
the temperature of the charge in the engine are the
fundamental factors covered by these variables. The
engine speed and the turbulence of the charge affect
the duration of contact of the mixture with the hot
spot. The intake-air pressure and temperature, the
engine-coolant temperature, and the compression ratio
affect the clensity and the tmmperaturc of the charge in
the engine. In addition, the engine speed, the compres-
sion ratio, the fuel-air ratio, and the intake-air density
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FIGURE8,—Eflmtofspeedon Ignitiontempemture. Compressionrat]o,7.ti engfne-
cmolanttemperature,.25WF; Ignltfonby hot wire.

rdlect the total power output of th~ engim and hence
affect the temperature of the inner combustion+hamber
walI. Tho temperatmw of the combustion-charnbar wall
will, in turn, affect the tendency toward preignition.

IMect of engine speed.—Thduration of contact of
the mixture with the hot spot decreases as the speed is in-
creased; the voloc.ity of air flow is also increased so that,
if any tendency for swirl exists, tic mixture will be car-
ried past the hot spot faster and the duration of contact
will be further shortened as, the speed is increased,
The auto-ignition of fuels is generally recognjzcd to be
a function of both time and temperature. If the dura-
tion of contact is short, the temperature of the igniting
surface mush be higher than it WOUIC1be if the contact
were of longer duration. Quantitative mmsuremonts of
this effect have been made by Paterson (reference 10),
who ignited mixtures of coaI gas and air by hot, rapidly
moving peI1ets. On the basis of tfis knowledge, one
would expect the ignition temperature to increase with
tho engine speed. That tho ignition temperature in-
creases with the engine speed was shown in reference 5.
It is also shown by the present results plott,ed in figure 8,

Care- &ould be used in applying the results for tho
effects of engine speed because, as the speed of a running
engine .j.ncreases and the total output accordingly
increases, - the temperatures of poorly cooled arms of
the inner surface will increase on account of tho greater
heat flow and the consequent higher temperature
gradien._even though the coolant temperature is main-
tained constant. Although the hot-spot temperature
necessary to”cause ignition increases with engine speed,

FIGURE9.—EtTectofJndlcatedmeaneflectfveprcwre on thermsLplngtempemturo.
Enginespeed,I,@Xirpm. Data fromreferenm4.

the incruwe is smaller than the incrcaso of inner-wall
temperature because of increased output. This offecL
may explain the fact that preigniting fuels depreciate
ivith increase of engine speed.

Figure 9, which is plottod from clata given in reference
1, shows that the inner cylinder-head tempcrat,urc does
ncrease with incrcascd power output. The data show

:he temperatures of u thermal plug in the cylinder hcml,
:ocorded for t,ho rmgine conditions at which tho fuels
!aikd, This thermal plug consisted of a metal disk
nounted in a spark-plug hole. A thermocouple was
nounted in the disk. The temperature of the therrmd
@ w% _not uewssarily the temperature of the hottost
mrface. @ide the cylinder but was an indication of
ke tre~d qf %}~ temperatures of parts of the chumbcr
.lmt were not well cooled. Tho points for the blonds of
>1 and kf-I fall along a smooth curve but those for the
)ther fuels show eonsidcrable divergcnc~ from the
wrve. The scatter of these points shows tha~ somo
‘uels will cause considerably higher cylinder-wall tem-
peratures than others do for the same indicated mean
ilective pressure, This fact will be discussed later.

.
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Effeot of engine temperature.—The ~erence in the
way in which fuels of the preigniting type respond to
changes in the temperature of the tier s~~~e of the
combustion chamber, as compared with fuels of the
hocking type, is shown in fig~e W plotted from data
in reference 4. In figure 10 (a) are plotted the thermrd-
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plug temperatures at which the knocking fuels failed
at engine speeds of 900 and 1,800 rpm and at coolant
temperatures of 212° and 350° F. k figure 10 (b), the
t.hermal-plug temperatures at which fuels of the pre-
igniting type failed are plotted. Inspection of figure
10 (b) shows that the preigniting fuels failed at about
the same thermal-plug temperature regardkss of the en-
gine condition. When the hottest part of the chamber
reached the ignition point of the fuel, preignition set in.
Thus, the power output of the engine was limited by
the amount of heat flow that could be accommodated
by the cylinder head and by the cooling system of the
engine. The knocking fuels, being Iimited by the
temperature and the density of the mixture, -were less
sensitive to the cylinder-wall temperature and, as
shown by figure 10 (a), the thermal-plug temperatures
increased as the engine conditions became more severe,

In figure 11 are showm the ignition temperature oj
the tcluene blend and S–1 fuel at diflerent engine-cookml
temperatures and for two engine speeds. The coohml
temperature had but littIe effect on the surface tern.

wature necesssry for ignition. This effect is not tO be
onfused with the effect of increased coolant tempera-
ture in an actual engine where, if the engine runs hot-
er, there will be an increase in the temperature of any
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hot spots in the combustion chamber and a corre-
sponding increase in the tendency toward preignition.

IUfect of compression ratio,-The data in figure 12
ahow the effects of changing the compression ratio
upon the hot-spot temperature required for ignition of
the toluene blend and S-1 fuel. Figure 12 (a), for an

&e speed of 500 rpm, shows a decrease of rtbout
60° F for *1 fuel and of 25° or 30° F for the toluene
blend when the compression ratio was changed from
7.0 to 9.5. At an engine speed of 1,000 rpm, the effect
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wasvery slight, as shown by figure 12(b). The reason
for the difference in results with increase in speed is not
known.

In reference 5, the data ahow a decrease of about
80° F when the compression ratio was changed from 4.5
to 6.6 at an engine speed of 1,250 rpm. In generalj a
decrease in ignition temperature is evident with an
increase in comprmsion ratio.

3Mect of antiknock rating and of tetraethyl lead.—
Some correlation apparently exists between the anti-
knock values of paraihic fuels, both clear and leaded,

and their ignition points, either as determined in the
combustion apparatus or as determined in an apparatus
like the l~oore type. Typical values of ignition tem-
peratures for various fuek are shown in reference 14;
reference 5 also gives a comparison of the ignition
points of fuels of Whrent antiknock value. ln general,
the ignition ternperatur~ of the paraflinic fuels in-
crease”with an increase of the rmtiknock value, ahhough
some variation occurs. It is necessary, of course, in a .
comparison of ignition temperatures, that they be
determined by the same method and preferably with
the same apparatus and by the same operator.

On-the basis of the increase in ignition temperature
of the para.ffinic fuels with an increase of antiknock
value, the addition of tetraethyl lead to a para.ffinic
fueI would be expected to increase the ignition tempera-
ture. :.This effect is seen in figure 13, which shows the
effect of adding tetraethyl lead to S-1 fuel and to a
mixture of 91 ,and N!I-l fuels.

When the tested fuels are not limited to the p~raffins,
there is as yet no correlation between the ignition
points and the antiknock value. Even pmdlinic fuels
that have been brought to the same antiknock value by
the addition of tetraethyl lead may differ in ignition
temperhturea. This effect is ahown in figgre 14,
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where the ignition points of four 100-octane fuels are
plotted. All four fueIs show somewhat different
ignition temperatures, although the S-1 fueI and the
mixture of S-1 and Al–1 fuels are both parrtffinic in
type. The addition of lead to the mixture raised its
antiknock value .@ that of the S-1 fuel but raised its
ignition temperature above the value for S-1 fuel.

Meet of fuel-air ratio.-The chemica~y correct fuel-
uir ratios for complete combustion of several typictd
hydrocarbons are shown in figure 15. Ignition tem-
perature is plotted against-fuel-air ratio in figure 8 and
figure9 11 to 14. All these figures show the same
ymeral trend, with very little effect of fuel-air ratio
until a-”fiture ratio is reached somewhat Icaner than
tie ratio for complete combustion. At these leaner
mixtures, the ignition temperatures show a sharp
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upward trend. It might be expected that the ignition
points would again be higher at the richer mixtures.
In thwe teats, as the fuel-air ratio was increased, read-
ings became increasingly erratic until ignitions could
only occasionally be obtained. Increase of the hot-
spot temperature did not, however, increase the con-
Sist+!ncy of ignitioIW In the tests reported in reference
5, Smmys found that the minimum temperature for
ignition occurred at a mixture strength somewhat on
the rich aide of the theoretical value and that the
ignition temperature= increased fairly rapidly with
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increasing richness of the mixture. The trend found in
reference 5 is shown by figure 16.

Paterson’s work in reference 10 was carried out
almost exclusively with mixtures on the lean side of the
chemically correct mixture (21 percent coal gas by
volume). His data at richer mixtures were erratic
but led him to believe that the ignition temperature
was higher at the richer mixtures. A cross plot of his
data from figure 4 of reference 10, showing ignition
temperature against mixture percentage, is given as
figure 17. The data do not extend beyond the 20-
percent fixture, but the ahape of the curve on the lean
side conforms fairly well to the shape of the curves in
the present report. The chief difference is in the point
at which the curve begins to bend sharply upward.
The curves in the present work turn upward shortly
after reaching the lean side ofi the chemically coorect
mixture; whereas, the curve of figure 17 doea not bend
sharply until mk~ure ratios far on the lean side are

reached. The curve for methanol! however, determined
during the present -work, extends considerably into the
lean region before breaking upward, as shown by figure
18, which gives curves for tohume, benzene, S1 fuel,
and methanol. The chemically correct fuel-air ratio
for complete combustion of methanol is about 0.155.

COMPARISONOFIGNITIONTEMPERATURESOFDIFFERENTFUEMl

The curves of ignition temperatures against fuel-air
ratio for all the fuels tested show the same trends.
The data for the complete list of fuels have therefore
been selected at a fuel-air ratio slightly richer than the
chemically correct ratio and We presented in tabular
form. I-n table I the recorded ignition temperatures of
the fueIs have been adjusted so as ta be comparable, as
discussed in a previous section. Values not adjusted
were already directly comparable.
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TABLE I—IGNITION TEMPERATURES OF FUELS
[Compressionratio, 7.0;engine.emlanttemperature,M@F; fueI-elrratt%O.Wexrept

asnoted; @tIon timpwatum fn” Pl

I
Engfnespe@ rpm

Fuel

S-1+2.5rd tetrsethyl lead... . . . . . . .
Tolueneblend.. --------------------
Isopropylalcohol*. . . . . ..–.__..
87-octaneblend 1--------------------
8Wctaneblend2.. . . . . . . . .._. .-_..
7&pereentS-1 2[- ero?nt M-1+ 4

mltetraethyi lea%. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Toluene.. . .._. ._.. _... __. _-. .
Benzene.. . . . . . . . ------------------
Glfwi. -.. -:-----------------------
Di-isopmp I ether blend. . . . . . . . . . . .
7Epercent~-l, 21-percentM-l------
Di-lmbutylene.. ..- . . . . . . ----------
tdl.peroerdS-I, Wpereent M-1-. . . . .
Metbancd. . . -----------------------

●l,WO
● 1,Klo

1,m
● 1,576
● ~ 676

.1, 575
~6t?o
L&W
L.5M

=1,660
* 1,6%
.1, 4SI
.L400

1,32d

l,OM

●L7ca
.1,606

1,676
*1.650
. 1,&t6

. 1,076
1,815
1,620
1,C-45

.L060

.L060

.I, tS5

. 1,2s6
1,390

-

● AdjustedV~UR \ Fuel-afrratio, 0.10. ● Fuel-alrratb, 0.16.

The fuels are arranged in table I ro@dy in &scend-
ing order of ignition temperatures. Differences of 25° F
or leas in the recorded temperature me not considered
particularly significant, but several facts are apparent

430184”42—10
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from the data shown. The addition of tetraethyl lead
to S-1 fuel and to a mixture of 79-percent S-1 and 21-
percent 34-1 fuels caused a definite increase in the igni-
tion temperatures. (This effect is shown throughout
the complete range of fuel-air ratios in fig. 13.) Under
these conditions, the ignition temperatures of toluene
and benzene were apparently about the same as that
of S–1 fuel. The ignition temperature of the tohrene
blend was definitely higher than that of the pure
toluene.

It is interesting to note that the ignition temperatures
of methanol and di-isobutylene are decidedly lower than
those of the benzene and the toluene.

TESTSWITHC.F. R. ENGINE

Figure 19 shows the results of the t~ts carried out on
the C. F. R. engine using the glow-plug hot spot. The
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FIGURE19.—IgnItionofverkmsfuelsfn C. F. R. enghm.

data do not extend ae far either to the lean or to the rich
side as do the corresponding data from the combustion
apparatus because (1) the engine would not run at
leaner or richer mixtures than those shown and (2) in
some cases, there was insufficient fuel on hand to obtain

more. than one or two points on the curve. F@re 19
(a) shows the recorded temperatures for S-1 fuel, ben-
zene, and di-isopropyl ether. The di-isopropyl ether

avaiIable was sufficient for only one run; the indication
is that the ignition temperature at an engine speed of
1,000 rpm is slightly higher than that of S-1 fuel at the
same engine speed. Operation with this fuel was very
smooth and steady.

The effect of engine speed for the C. F. R. engine was
comparable with that obtained for the combustion ap-
paratus, as is shown by the data for S-1 fuel and
benzene. The temperatures recorded on the C. F. R.
engine at 1,000 spm am surprisingly near- those recorded
on the combustion apparatus at 1,000 rpm. lhasmuch
as clifferent types of hot spot were used. and as the re-
corded temperatures depended greatly on the position
of the hot spot, the character of the air flow past it, and
other factors, the agreement of the temperatures wi~h
those in table I is pro~ably fortuitous,

Figure 19 (b) shows the recorded temperatures for
tduene and isopropyl alcohol. The speed effect is aga,in
prom~nent, and a downward trend at leaner mixtures
at an”“engine speed of 2,000 rpm is also w-ident. The
engine ran very irregularly at the leaner mixtures when
ignition was started only by spark but, when ignition
was started by the heated coil, the engine operated
smo&hly. This eflect can ~doubtedly be attributed
to tha hinge and intense source of ignition furnished by
the @ted coil.
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The heated coil received a part of its heat from the
combustion in the engine, and the rest of the heat was
obtained by electrical heating. Jn the cam of methunol,
the heated coil reached the ignition temperature of tho
methanol very quickly after the engine started firing
and “tithout the addition of electrical heating. The
enging could therefore not be run with mctha.nol as fuel
because the engine always stalled a few momenta after
it was started. As n;arly as could b~ determined,
preignition started whtm the hot-spot temperature was
between 1,375° and 1,400° F.
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BEHAVIOR OF BKNZENE IN THE ENGINE

An interesting phenomenon -was encountered during
the preignition tests with benzene. At fuel-air ratios
near the theoretical ratio for complete combustion,
preignition after it had once started became entirely
uncontrollable and staIIed the engine very quickly, even
though the heating current was turned off as soon as
preignition started. This effect invariably occurred at
fuel-air ratios near the theoretical but, at ratios some-
what higher or lower than the theoretical, the preigni-
tion could be readily controlled by varying the heating
current. lThen preignition started at the ratios where
it was uncontrollable, the temperature of the heated
coil immediately began to rise very rapidly, even with
the heating current turned off.

It appears unusual that the ignition temperatures of
bemmne and ieo-oct.ane (S-1 fuel) should be so nearly
the same end yet that benzene should have such un-
favorable preignitiqg tendencies. Figure 9 showed that
benzene gives rise to higher thermal-plug temperatures
than does iso-octane at the same indicatad mean
effective pressure; therefore, when benzene is used,
the preigniting tendency is greater. In figure 20, the
peak pressures and the peak temperatures resulting
from the burning of benzene-air and iso-octane-air
mixtures me shown plotted against fuel-air ratio, as
calculated by Goodenough and Felbeok (reference 15).
The combustion gases, when benzene is used, reach a
higher t~mperature than with ieo-octane because of the
difference in the heat capacities of the products of com-
bustion of the two fuels. TZhen benzene is used in an
engine, the engine wiLl therefore run hotter than it
would run with iso-octarie. In the discussion included
in reference 14, R. V. Kerley mentioned that the higher
huninosity of the benzene flame may. cause higher
engine temperatures because of the greater radiation,

COEEELATION OF FUEL BEHAVIOR WITH IGNITION TEMPERATURE

On the basis of the results obtained and the foregoing
discussion, any method of evaluating the performance
possibilities of fuels with respect to their preigniting
t~ndencies will probably have to take into account the
heat capacity of the combustion products and the heat
of combustion of the fuel, as well as the ignition tem-
perature. A metiod of testing in m engine might be
deveIoped in which both the combustion-chamber-wdl
temperature at some speci&l output and the ignition
temperature of the fuel would be determined for each
fuel.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The flame originated by preignition has the same
characteristics as the flame originated by a spark plug;
the only difference is the time and tha location of
ignition.

2. The results indicated that preignition, in addition
to its serious effecti when it beoomes considerably

advanced, may cause knock.by advancing the ignition
timing.

3. The data indicate that in an engine having ignition -
by two sparkplugs, cutting out one spark plug may not
necessarily increase the tendency to knock but, on the
contrary, may reduce the knocking tendency; the effect
would be similar to that obtained by retarding the , .-
spark.

4. Depreciation of preignit~jng fuels with an increase
in engine speed can be explained by the increase in the
temperature of the poorly cooled port~ons of the com-
bustion ohamber, such as spark plugs, with an increased
out$ut of the engine. Although the ignition temp&a-
ture increases with engiqe speed, the increase is probably .

—-

ess than the increase of the temperature of such hot
Spots.

5. The unfavorable preigniting tendency of benzene
can probably be attributed h the fact that the benzene
flame reaches a higher temperature thsn the gasoline
flame, oausing higher temperatures of the inner surface
of the combustion chamber. Consequently, benzene
might preignite at engine outputs that do not cause
preignition of, for example, 100-octane gasdim.

6. lX.fferences in the ignition temperatures of the
various fuels tested (with the exception of methanol]
were not strikingly great, and the maximum permissible
specific outputs with the fuele could not be correlated
with their ignition temperatures. lt appears possible
that some combination of ignition temperature, heat of
combustion, and spectic heats of the products of com-
bustion may determine the maximum output of a
preigniting fuel.

LANGLEY ~lEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., September 16, 19.@.
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